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Topohazard, a methodoly to improve lahar hazard maps for a better
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In 1979, the first hazard map for the Cotopaxi volcano was released. Prior to the recent unrest
(2015-2016), the last hazard map update was conducted in 2004 using the same scale and
base map. On April 2016 a new unrest was detected and the emergency response system was
activated in the threatened areas, specially in those affected by lahars. However, one
important difference between this unrest and the previous one (2001-2003) was the use of
volcanic hazard information in a digital environment (GIS) instead of hard-copy cartography.
Additionally, the hazard information reveled some incoherences when it was overlaid with a
newer and much more detailed base map . This new evidence ended up in an effort intended
to review and fit the lahars' limits to the base map. To help in this task, a new methodology
was developed which has also proved to be very helpful in the improvement of risk
assessment and uncertainty management. The methodology developed calculates the
differential of topography between the bed river and the adjacent slopes and, if available,
computes the same but from the lahars' limits instead. As an alternative to the differential of
topography method aforementioned, a second approach allows to get arbitrary values in order
to apply a color scale and smooth the visual results. Detailed hazard maps are therefore
obtained, where the hazard area is shown in terms of distance and altitude showing the
implication of being close to the bed river. Besides, secure areas and uncertainty limits can be
delimited so that shelters or any other infrastructure are properly situated. As an example, a
detailed hazard map of Latacunga city, Cotopaxi volcano's southern drainage, was designed
as a tool for volcanic crisis management and emergency planing.

